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 We hope you like the new look of the newsletter. We added our new Little Man Winery logo and 
created a new food section called Judy’s Corner. Judy works weekends at Cogdal and is a Level 1 Sommelier 
and a Certified Wine Consultant. 
 Our new guidelines at the winery have been a work in progress. We appreciate your patience in 
helping us create a safe environment for your wine experience.  Thank you for your support. 
 The vineyard looks very good. The recent stretch of dry, hot, and humid weather creates both 
positive and negative impacts. The dry weather stresses the grapes and helps produce more intense flavors, 
but at a smaller yield. The humidity creates more opportunities for disease (mildew). Mildew can be very 
devastating to a vineyard. We continue to monitor this situation. 
 You may want to visit the vineyard as some wines will not be available all year. The LMS Riesling 
(semi-dry) is sold out. Dry Riesling, Nana’s Kiss and American Riesling are all below 30 cases. We will also 
begin serving new vintages of most of the other wines in the next couple months. 
 We now have a clearer vision for shipping wines. Once we receive the Michigan shippers license we 
will develop a program to ship wines to multiple states. 

Hours: 

Open Noon to 5pm, Daily 
 

 

We appreciate your business. Please let 
us know how we are doing. 

Thanks! Deb and Jack 

 

7143 107th Ave, South Haven, MI 49090 

littlemanwinery@gmail.com   

269.637.2229 

cogdalvineyards.com 

facebook.com/cogdalvineyards 

Hello Wine Lovers!  Welcome to Judy’s Corner! 

Each month, I will highlight several of Jack’s excellent wines and pair them 

with food.  Since this is the first month, I would like to explain different 

ways to pair wine with food and then reference these each month with the 

pairings. 

There are three main types of pairings:  

1. Matching wine and food flavors, such as a red, fruity wine with    

cherries, strawberries and blueberries (fruity flavors) or a sweet wine 

with a sweet dessert (sweet flavors). 

2. Matching wine and food intensity/body, such as a heavy dry red wine 

that coats your mouth with an Italian pasta dish such as  lasagna  

(high intensity) or a light dry white wine with a summer salad (low 

intensity). 

3. Complimenting wine styles and food such as a floral smelling white 

wine with Thai food (both have unique flavors) or a rose’ with Mexican 

food (a light red/white wine flavors with a mix of  different food   

flavors) 

 

When trying to get the best flavor out of your wine as you pair with food, 

I recommend sipping, tasting and then sipping again, in order to        

experience the full effect of the pairing.  These pairings are based on my 

wine  training and experience (lots of “experience”), however, you are  

really the only one that can decide what wine you pair with food based on 

your taste preferences. 

Next month the pairings begin!  Cheers, Judy 

Events: 

Unfortunately not all of our events have 
been able to take place. Here is the sta-
tus of the remaining scheduled events. 

Sun, Aug 9: Cancelled 

Sun, Aug 23: Michael Hulett music and 
Pizza Parliament food 

Sun, Aug 30: Beach Glass Succulent Class 

Sat, Nov 14: Not sure at this time 


